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Abstract. We survey three instances of an interaction between numerical
analysis of initial-value problems and rational approximation theory. Rational
functions can be used to design numerical algorithms for differential equations,
assist in their implementation and analyze their behaviour, and our three
examples have been designed to highlight all these aspects. They are

a. Order stars and their application to the derivation of bounds on the order
of stable methods for linear hyperbolic differential equations;

b. Dimensional splitting and its implementation to solve efficiently nonlinear
parabolic differential equations.
c. Estimates and bounds on the truncation error when the matrix exponential

is approximated by rational functions.
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Introduction

Rational approximants enter design, analysis and implementation of numerical methods
for initial-value differential equations in a multitude of ways. The present brief survey
focuses on three diverse examples, whereby rational functions provide either added insight
into the numerical 'structure' or valuable computational tools. There is no intention
whatsoever of attempting a comprehensive survey of the subject area - an endeavour that
would have called for a lengthy monograph. Nonetheless, our three examples aim not just
at elucidating useful computational and analytic techniques, but also at making a case for
rational approximants as a ubiquitous and valuable tool.
An avenue leading from numerical methods to rational approximants is provided by
Fourier analysis. It is highlighted in Section 2, where Fourier transformation of a 'characteristic function' of a numerical scheme is an initial step in its investigation by order
stars.
The theory of order stars has been originally developed by Wanner, Hairer and
N0rsett [27] to answer outstanding conjectures in stability theory of numerical methods
for ordinary differential equations. It hinges upon translating features of the underlying
numerical scheme to the language of rational approximation theory, a form that is tractable
within the framework of analytic function theory. Order stars have been subsequently
applied to a wide range of problems in numerical analysis of ordinary, parabolic and
hyperbolic differential equations, as well as in the theory of Pade approximants. A recent
book [11] it devoted to a comprehensive survey of the theory circa 1991. In Section 2 we
produce a relatively straightforward example of an application of order stars to a problem
that is encountered in the analysis of numerical methods for linear hyperbolic equations.
Although the example is simple, it retains all the major characteristics and flavour of order
star analysis and it serves as a gentle introduction to the subject.
Section 3 is devoted to a totally different application of rational approximants, namely
dimensional splitting. This is an alternative to the more familiar operator splitting
[28], and it significantly reduces the computational cost of solving an initial-value problem
with several space dimensions. Firstly, we assume that the underlying problem is a linear
parabolic differential equation with zero boundary conditions. This sets the stage for
the exposition of splitting and presentation of recent important results of Sheng on order
barriers on stable splittings [22]. The artificial restriction to linear problems with zero
boundaries is subsequently lifted and an approach due to Iserles and Sheng [12] is used to
produce numerical methods that solve initial-value problems with considerable economy
of effort.
The lesson of Section 3 - and of much modern numerical analysis of ordinary differential
equations [3], [7], [18] - is that rational approximation to the exponential with a matrix
argument is an essential stage in many numerical techniques. We devote Section 4 to
examine a means to control the truncation error in this form of approximation. This
approach, that has been pioneered in [10], is based on an error estimate that can be
typically derived for a relatively minor extra computational cost.
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Order stars for a hyperbolic equation

The advection equation

8u
f)t

8u

= OX,

-00

< X < oo,

(1)

t ~ 0,

accompanied by the initial condition u(x,0) = v(x), -oo < x < oo, is seemingly the
simplest genuine partial differential equation. This is a misleading impression, since the
underlying flux is inclined by 135°. The direction of the flux should be taken into account
when (1) is discretized, a practice popularly known as upwinding (21].
Of course, the exact solution of (1), a unilateral shift to the left, is known, and there
is no practical need to solve this equation numerically. However, ( 1) is a handy paradigm
in the investigation of numerical methods for a nonlinear hyperbolic conservation law

8u
8t

8J(u)
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-00

< X < oo, t

~

(2)

0.

Moreover, numerical methods for the advection equation can be frequently generalized to
a nonlinear setting (2).
Let us suppose that the space derivative in ( 1) is replaced with a linear combination of
values on an equidistant grid. This yields an infinite set of ordinary differential equations

(3)
where um(t) ~ u( mLlx, t), m E Z. Without loss of generality, we require that a_r, as /; 0.
The initial condition is based on discrete sampling of v , hence um(0) = v(m~x), m E Z.
The numbers r and s of points to the left and to the right, respectively, of the 'central'
grid point are typically different, since upwinding means that in practice we are likely to
choose s > r. One of the main purposes of our analysis is to establish the proper balance
between s and r.
Fourier transformation of (1) gives

au i8 •
---u
8t - ~x '
whereas the semi-discretized scheme (3) is transformed into

(4)
Since order of approximation is an invariant of Fourier transformation [26], comparison of
the last two expressions affirms that (3) is of order p if and only if
s

h(z) :=

L
k=-r

akzk = log z

+ c(z -

1)P+1

+ O(lz -

11P+ 2 ),

c /; 0.
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Stability analysis (in the sense of Lax) can be based on another invariant of Fourier
transformation (21], namely the energy norm. Specifically, given an £ 2 initial condition
v, we wish the £2 norm of U to be uniformly bounded for all ~x l 0. It follows from ( 4)
that this is the case if and only if

lzl = 1.

Re h(z) ~ 0,

We have expressed both central features of the semi-discretized scheme (3) - its local
accuracy and its convergence - in the 'language' of its characteristic function h. This
is the place to pause and ponder briefly on the consequences of this state of affairs. The
function h is rational, hence it is meromorphic on the Riemann sphere. However, it is
well known from basic complex analysis that meromorphic functions admit no distinction
between local and global behaviour. Defining a meromorphic function in a nonempty
open neighbourhood is tantamount to specifying it at all points of analyticity! Likewise,
imposing conditions on h in one portion of the Riemann sphere, e.g. along the perimeter of
the unit disc, brings about restrictions on its behaviour elsewhere. In other words, order
and stability are interconnected and imposition of stability frequently means that not all
degrees of freedom might be used to satisfy order conditions.
The function h has r +s +1 degrees of freedom. Utilizing all degrees of freedom to maximize order brings about an order-( r + s) interpolatory scheme with the characteristic
function

h(r,s](z)

=

s

L

af's]zk,

k=-r

where
(r,s] _
ak

-

(-l)k+l
k

r!s!
( r+k.s-k.
)'(
)''

k=-r,-r+l, ... ,s,k7'=0,

and

: s 2: r

:s

+ 1,

= r,

:s~r-1.

[8]. However, by the aforementioned argument, not all choices of r and s are likely to
produce a stable interpolatory scheme. Hence the two allied problems:
1. Given r and s, what is the highest attainable order of a stable scheme (3)?

2. What are the values of r and s such that the interpolatory schemes with the characteristic functions h[r,s] are stable?
Both were completely answered in (8] by employing the technique of order stars. We
subsequently present a considerably simpler and more elementary proof of the 'interesting'
parts of the two aforementioned problems.
Before introducing order stars, let us restate the relevant features of (3) in the language
of function-theoretical attributes of the characteristic function h:

izl

~

1.

a_rz-r,

lzl

~

The number of upstream points: h(z) ~ a 8 Z 8 for
The number of downstream points: h(z)

~

1.
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1JP+ 2), c :/: 0.

1r.

Let
p(z) := h(z) - log z,

z EC\ (-oo, OJ.

The order star (or, to be faithful to the terminology in [11], order star of the second
kind) of h is the decomposition of C into the level sets

A- .- {z EC : Rep(z) < O},
A0
{z EC Rep(z) = O},
A+
{z EC Rep(z) > O}.
Note that, although p has been defined in C \ (-oo, OJ, the definition of the order star
extends to the whole plane, since Rep is well-defined (and continuous) across the open
branch cut ( -oo, 0).
Figure 1 presents four order stars, corresponding to the interpolatory methods with
the characteristic functions h(o, 2], h[ 1 , 2l, h( 2 ,1l and h[ 2 , 2J. Except for h[ 2 , 1l, all these schemes
are stable. The shaded area stands for the set A+· Our claim, to be clarified in the next
paragraph, is that all four important features - the numbers s and r, order and stability
- can be 'read' from the order star and the reader is urged to identify them in Figure 1.
The following features of the order star can be proved by elementary methods [11]:

(A) The number of upstream points: Ifs 2'. 1 then infinity is approached by exactly
s sectors of A+ and s sectors of A_, whereas if s

= 0 then oo E A-.

(B) The number of downwind points: If r 2'. 1 then the origin is approached by exactly r sectors of A+ and r sectors of A_, whereas if r = 0 then O E A+.
z = 1 is approached by p
A_, each of the asymptotic angle 1r / (p + 1).

( C) Order: The point

(D) Stability: A+ n {z EC :

Jzl =

+ 1 sectors of A+

and p

+ 1 sectors of

1} = 0.

An examination of Figure 1 reveals that the order star is made out of a finite number
of connected components (a rigorous proof is straightforward). The boundaries of these
components have a crucial role in our analysis. We say that a positively-oriented portion
of BA+ that forms a simple closed curve on a Riemann sphere is an A+-loop. An A-loop is defined in a similar manner. Using the Cauchy-Riemann equations, it is possible
to prove that Imp, the conjugate harmonic of Rep, increases strictly monotonically along
A_-loops and decreases strictly monotonically along A+-loops at all points away from the
closed branch cut. ·However, a loop is a closed curve, hence the variation of Imp is nil
after a full revolution. In other words, every A±-loop must cross the closed branch cut.
Moreover, since Im h is continuous across (-oo, 0) and Im log z jumps by -21r (moving
down), it follows that no A_-loop which is bounded away from {O, oo} can cross the open
branch cut. Finally, we claim that at most one A+-loop that adjoins z = 1 can pass
through (-oo, 0). For suppose that there are two such A+-loops. Then they necessarily
surround an A_-loop, that is bounded away from both zero and infinity - and this, as we
have just argued, is impossible. To sum up,

A. Iserles
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Figure 1 Order stars for the M0 , 2l h[1 , 2l h[ 2 , 1l and h[ 2 , 2l
'
interpolatory methods. '

(E) Loops: Every A±-loop that adjoins z = 1 must pass through either O or oo, except
possibly for a single A+-loop that crosses the open branch-cut (-oo, 0).
Properties (A-E) are all that is required in our analysis.
Our main purpose being to bound the attainable order pin terms of s and r, subject
to stability, we first note that, as we have already mentioned,
p :Sr+ s.

(5)

Let us denote by N 0 and N 00 the number of sectors of A+ that adjoin z = 1 from
within and from without the unit circle, respectively. Since stability and (D) imply that
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the unit circle separates A+, these numbers are well-defined. Because of (C), it is true
that
No+ N 00 = P + 1,
therefore

(6)
The last inequality motivates an effort to bound N 0 and N 00 • It is easy to see that, by
virtue of (D ), these numbers cannot exceed the numbers of loops ( of A+ and A- alike)
that adjoin z = 1 inside and outside the unit circle, respectively.
We start inside the unit disc. Because of (B), at most r loops can adjoin the origin
(this is true also in the case r = 0). Moreover, (E) implies that a single A+-loop may
adjoin z = 1 and cross (-oo, 0) and that no other such loops exist. Consequently,

(7)
Likewise, outside the disc (A) implies that at most s loops may travel to infinity.
However, it follows from the analysis that has led to (E) that no loop that adjoins z = 1
may cross (-oo, -1). For suppose the existence of such a loop. It must be an A+-loop,
hence the portion of (-oo, -1) to the right to the point of its 'crossing' belongs to A+· It
follows that there exists in A+ an interval of the form ( a, b), where a < -1, b ~ 0. Our
claim is that necessarily b E ( -1, 0). For suppose that b ~ -1. Then it must be a 'crossing
point' of an A_-loop. The latter, being surrounded by an A+-loop, is bounded, hence, by
(E), must travel to the origin. Hence it must either cross the unit circle (if b < -1) or
adjoin it (if b = -1) - in either case p 2'. 1 and (C) imply that A+ n {z EC : lzl = 1} is
nonempty, contradicting (D). Thus, we conclude that

(8)
We substitute (7) and (8) in (6). This, in tandem with (5), produces the desired error
bound.
Theorem 1 (8] The order p of a stable semi-discretization (3) obeys the inequality
p ~ min{2r

+ 2, 2s, r + s }.

(9)

□

The inequality (9) is optimal and for every choice of sand r there exists an interpolatory
method that obeys -it as an equality. It has been proved in [8] that the interpolatory
methods with r ~ s ~ r + 2 are stable. Thus, if r 2'. s then (9) reads p ~ 2s. A special
case is the interpolatory method with r = s, which is of order 2s. If r + 2 ~ s then (9)
yields p ~ 2r + 2, a bound that is satisfied as an equality by the interpolatory method
with r + 2 = s. Finally, if r + 1 = s then the underlying interpolatory method is stable
and, again, the bound p ~ 2r + 1 becomes an equality.
Incidentally, the last paragraph, together with (9), completely characterizes stability
of interpolatory methods. Indeed, the range r ~ s ~ r + 2 turns out to be the optimal
'fine tuning' of upwinding to cater for the direction of flux, subject to stability.
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The analysis that has led to Theorem 1 is typical of the order star technique. It can
be generalized with moderate effort to cater for implicit semi-discretized schemes , of the
form
s•

s

L

fhu'm+k

= ;x

k=-r•

L

akum+k,

m E Z.

k=-r

The characteristic function h is now a 'genuine' rational function (not just a Laurent
polynomial). The Fourier condition for stability is supplemented by the Wiener-Hopf
condition, namely that h has exactly r* poles strictly inside and s* poles strictly outside
the unit circle (13]. This corresponds to the correct adjustment of the scheme in the
presence of boundary conditions. We leave it as an exercise to the reader to prove the
stability bound
p ~ min{2(r + r* + 1), 2(s + s*), r + r* + s + s*}.
It has been originally derived (by a considerably more complicated order star technique)
in (14] .
Much further work has been done to investigate the semi-discretized advection equation. For example, the highest-order stable methods with the least error constant have
been characterized by Jeltsch and Strack (16]. Moreover, similar results extend to fully
discretized schemes (13], (15].
We mention in passing that our focus on finite differences is for ease of exposition.
B-spline-based Galerkin methods (26] and pseudospectral schemes (5] lead to an identical
framework .

3

Dimensional splitting

The purpose of the present section is to introduce a computational technique for an efficient
and robust numerical solution of parabolic partial differential equations. Although our
ultimate goal is to treat general nonlinear equations and allow for arbitrary Dirichlet
conditions, we commence the exposition by restricting attention to linear equations with
zero boundary conditions.
A handy example of a nontrivial linear parabolic problem is the diffusion equation
with a variable diffusion coefficient , in two space dimensions. It reads
{Ju
{)t

where a= a(x, y)

= v'

T

(av'u) ,

0 ~ x,y ~ 1, t 2: O,

> 0 for all x , y E (0, 1], with the initial conditions
u(x , y,0)

= v(x,y),

0

~

x,y ~ 1,

and zero boundary conditions. A standard five-point semi-discretization of (10) yields the
ordinary differential system

=

(D.~)2 ( am-½ ,nUm-1 ,n
- (am_l2' n

+ am,n-½Um,n-1 + am+½,nUm+i,n + am,n+½Um,n+l

+ am ' n-12 + am+l2' n + am 'n+dum
n),
2
'
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where aa,/3 = a(a~x,{3~x) and Uk/. ~ u(k~x,f~x,t). The equation is defined for all
0 < m~x,n~x < l.
It is highly instructive to write the semi-discretized equation in a partitioned form,
,/ ) (am_l nUm-1,n - ( am_l n + am+l n)um,n
2'
2'
2'
( uX 2

+ (~~) 2 (am,n-½Um,n-1

- (am,n-½

+ am+l nUm+1 ,n)
2'

+ am,n+½)um,n + am,n+½Um,n+1) .(11)

Writing the latter in a vector form yields

u'=(A+B)u,

(12)

where the matrices A and B correspond to the 'x-like' and the 'y-like' part of (11) respectively. The important thing to notice is that, in natural ordering of grid-points, the matrix
A is tridiagonal, whereas B is a permutation of a tridiagonal matrix.
The exact solution of (12) is

Thus, were it computationally viable to approximate a matrix exponential with a rational
function R, say, it would have been natural to approximate u(~t) ~ R(~t(A+B))u(O) and
continue time-stepping in this manner. Provided that the denominator of R is nontrivial,
this necessitates a solution of a linear algebraic system with a matrix that is a polynomial
in ~t(A + B). Unfortunately, the sparsity structure of A + B renders this a relatively
expensive task.
The key to the approach of dimensional splitting lies in the exponentials of both
~tA and ~tB being easily approximable by rational functions, due to the special structure
of these matrices - provided that C is a known permutation of a tridiagonal matrix, R( C)w
can be computed in a cost which is linear in the number of variables. However, typically

Equality holds if A and B commute ( and this is the case if a is a constant) and in few
other cases [6]. In general,

(13)
where [B, A] := BA - AB is the commutator of A and B. In other words, replacing
exp ~t(A + B) with exp ~tA exp ~tB results in a truncation error of O((~t)3). This
yields the first-order Warming and Beam splitting

It is possible, however, to do better! Strang [25] presented a second-order splitting
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which we herewith name the Strang splitting. Another second-order splitting (which,
for obvious reasons , we call a parallel splitting),
u(f~t)

~ ~ { eAtAeAtB + eAtB eAtA} u((f - l)~t),

has been presented in (2).
Can we do better than this and use third-order methods, say? The simple answer is
that many third ( and higher) order methods have been presented in [2], say, but they
are all inadequate for our purposes. For, as always in numerical solution of initial-value
problems, we want to maximize order subject to stability. Thus, the rules of the game are
that we are seeking an approximant of the form

~
a ( k) AtA p(k) AtB a ( k) AtA p{k) AtB
a ( k ) AtA p(k) AtB
L.J ,ke i
e i
e 2
e 2
•• • e t,.
e t1c
'

(14)

k=l

such that all the constants ,k, a.;k) , .8?), j = 1, ... , fk, k = l, ... , ]( , are nonnegative - a
stable splitting. It is not difficult to prove that this produces a stable solution to (11)
or, in general, to any self-adjoint linear parabolic equation, semi-discretized with central
differences or with a B-spline-based Galerkin method [24). 2 All the third-order splittings
in [2] are unstable.
The expansion of (14) into a power series is far from simple, because account must be
taken of absence of commutativity. Thus, imposition of order 1 is tantamount to

whereas order 2 requires, in addition,
K

l,.

l,.

l

L tk LL
Ci.~k) .BY) = -.
.
. .
2

k =1

i=l 3=1

Third-order conditions result in further multilinear equalities in the underlying parameters.
Adding t hese to the nonnegativity conditions , motivated by imposition of stability, defines
a set of 'stable' points in the parameter space. In a remarkable result , Q. Sheng (22] proved
recently that this set is empty. His method of proof extends an unpublished technique
that has been used by M.J .D . Powell to prove absence of stable third-order splittings when
]( = l. In essence, after several rounds of linear transformations and simplifications in
the parameter space·, a specific inequality is considered as an objective function, that is
being minimized, subject to the remaining equality and inequality constraints. Deft use of
Lagrange multipliers demonstrates that the minimum exceeds the value that is required
for order three.
Theorem 2 (22] The maximal attainable order of a stable exponential splitting (14) is
two.
□
2

lt is crucial to emphasize that application of dimensional splitting to hyperbolic partial differential
equations requires a different and more relaxed definition of stability (17].
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Needless to say, the aforementioned results pertain to any linear parabolic equation
with zero boundary conditions, not just to (10). They are not unduly disappointing,
since second order in flt is usually adequate to all intents and purposes. For example, in
the case of (10), the CFL number is a constant multiple of t);.tj(tlx)2, hence t);.t should
be varied proportionally with (6.x) 2 [21). Consequently, 0((6.t)3) = 0((6.x) 6 ) and the
Strang splitting, say, is of order 5 in 6.x. Since the accuracy of space discretization seldom
need be higher, this is ample enough.
Of course, solution of homogeneous, linear parabolic equations in two spatial dimensions with zero boundary conditions is of limited utility. We now lift the restrictions on
dimensionality, linearity and boundary conditions in three stages. Firstly, we note that
Theorem 2 extends to an arbitrary number of space dimensions. On the other hand, so
do both the Strang and the parallel splitting [12). Hence, second order - and no more
- is attainable in any number of spatial variables. Secondly, we allow source terms and
Dirichlet boundary conditions. Consequently, instead of (12) we have

u'

= Cu+ f,

where C = A + B, say, and f contains the contribution of the boundary conditions and
source terms. We allow f to be a function oft. The equation admits a closed-form solution
by standard variation of constants,
u(ftlt)

= e.o.tcu((f -

rt:..t

1)6.t) + Jo

e(t:..t--r)Cf((f - l)tlt

+ r)dr.

(15)

Frequently we can evaluate the integral explicitly. For example, if f is constant in t , we
have
(16)
This temptation, to express the integral explicitly, should be resisted! Recall our framework: we can approximate the exponential of C very cheaply and reliably by splitting. Unfortunately, we cannot 'split' c- 1 . Thus, the right approach is to solve (15) by quadrature,
even if an explicit expression is available! A good approach is based on the trapezoidal
rule, which is consistent with the maximal order of a stable splitting. It yields
u(ftlt)

~ et:..tc

( u((f- 1)6.t)

+ ~6.tf((f- 1)6.t)) + ~6.tf(ftlt).

(17)

For those desirous to attain higher order ( disregarding the splitting) or use a secondorder explicit method, an alternative approach is to consider N0rsett's modified Adams
schemes, which are explicit multistep methods with matrix coefficients and good stability
properties. Although these methods suffer from the same shortcoming as (16), namely
1 , this can be easily rectified by replacing integration with
expressions therein include
quadrature [12).
Finally, we lift the restriction on linearity of the parabolic equation. Thus, instead of
(10) we consider

c-

au

8t = .C(t,x, u),

A. Iserles
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where u = u(x, t) and ,C is a nonlinear elliptic operator. Semi-discretization leads again
to a set of ordinary differential equations, which we write in the form

u' =Cu+ f(t, u).

(18)

Here C is a Jacobian matrix (which, of course, can vary from step to step), hence f
contains no linear terms in its expansion. Note that, nonlinearity notwithstanding, C can
be typically split into a sum of 'simple' matrices.
Integrating (18) produces
16.t
u(fb.t) = e6.tC u((f - l)b.t) + Jo e(ilt--r)Cf((f - l)b.t + r, u((f - l)b.t + r))dr

and approximation of the integral with the trapezoidal rule results in
u(fb.t)

~ e6.tC ( u((f -

l)b.t) + ~b.tf((l - l)b.t, u((f - l)b.t)))

+ ~b.tf(lb.t, u(lb.t)).

(19)
Note that we are disregarding the dependence of C upon t. An alternative is to exploit the
approach in [9], where the fundamental solution of a linear system with variable coefficients
is approximated as a product of exponentials of integrals - leaving, again, an ample scope
for exponential splitting.
The algebraic equation (19) is nonlinear. Fortunately, its nonlinearity is very weak,
since the main 'culprit' in rendering stiff equations so difficult to solve is the linear term.
Hence, typically it suffices to subject (19) to few steps of functional iteration. Of course,
each step entails further splittings - we can hardly hope for a wholly painless method to
solve nonlinear parabolic equations! - but the overall cost of a single time step remains a
constant multiple of the number of grid points. Moreover, the procedure is amenable to
parallelization.
We note a crucial advantage of dimensional splitting, as compared with the more familiar operatorial splitting [4], [28] in the treatment of Dirichlet boundary values. Although
Neumann, mixed, periodic etc. boundary values have not been treated in a similar manner, dimensional splitting might be effective in that setting as well. This is clearly an
interesting subject for future research.
Many further results on dimensional splitting are reported in [12], [22] , [23] and [24].
In particular, in [23] Sheng develops an interesting approach to estimate the local error
that results from splitting. His results are vastly superior to the more familiar - and
completely misleading - practice of examining the leading term in the Taylor expansion
of the error.

4

Error control of rational approximants

Many techniques in numerical solution of initial-value problems require the approximation
of a matrix exponential by a rational function. We have already seen an example, dimensional splitting, in Section 2. A random selection of further examples can be found in [9] ,
[11] and [18].
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Two important kinds of rational approximants that can be used to approximate a
matrix function are Pade approximants [l] and restricted Pade approximants [19].
Given two nonnegative integers m and n, we denote by

Pm/n := {

~

: p and q polynomials, degp = m, deg q = n, q(O) = 1}

the set of m/n rational functions. Let the function/ be analytic about the origin. We
seek a member of P m/n that has the maximal degree of contact with f there. If such an
optimal approximant, Rmjn, say, obeys

then it is called the (m/n] Pade approximant to J.
Pade approximants to exp z are known explicitly: Rm/n

= Pm;n/Qm/n• where

t (m) (m + +

k=O

k

(m

n - k)! k
n) ! z '

~(- 1)" (n)k (m
+ n-)1k )!
(

6

k=O

m

+ n.

Z

k

= P.n/m (- Z )

[l], (11]. The order of approximation is exactly m+ n. Their application in approximating
( exp M)v, where M is a matrix and v a vector, requires the solution of a linear algebraic
system with the matrix Qm;n(M). There are many methods in numerical linear algebra
that can be used to that end and we single out for future reference the two most popular:
LU factorization and iterative schemes.
Pade approximants maximize the attainable order. However, they are disadvantaged
by the fact that, at least for n ~ 2, the matrix Qm;n(M) is both expensive to derive and
has much less favourable sparsity structure than M itself. This is a consequence of the
high cost and the fill-in inherent in explicitly evaluating a matrix polynomial. True, it is
possible to decompose Qm;n(M) into a product of simple factors. Unfortunately, Qm/n has
(d/2] complex conjugate pairs of zeros [11], hence, as long as we retain real arithmetic, the
major cost in using the LU algorithm, say, is the evaluation of M 2 and LU factorization
of [(d + 1)/2] different matrices. Given that Mis d x d and dense, these are all CJ(d 3 )
operations and the cost mounts ...
An alternative to Pade approximants that significantly reduces the computational cost
has been introduced by N0rsett [19]. The main idea is to use rational functions that
possess a single real pole, of appropriately large multiplicity. It is possible to show that
for every n ~ 1 the Pn/n function

approximates exp z at z = 0 to order n [10]. Here L~ ) is the Laguerre polynomial
which is orthogonal in [O, oo) with respect to the weight function xe-x [20]. Moreover, if
1
L~ )( a- 1 ) = 0 then the order of Sn is boosted ton+ 1. Note that the existence of n distinct,
1
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positive values of o: whose reciprocal annihilates L~ ) is guaranteed by the standard theory
of orthogonal polynomials. The order-( n + l) approximant has the best attainable order
in Pn/n with a single pole (11] and it is called the restricted Pade approximant (19].
The main expense in computing R(M)v, where RE Pn/n has a single real pole, 0:- 1 ,
say, and vis ad-vector, is in a numerical solution of n linear algebraic systems with the
same matrix I - o:M. Thus - compare this with the discussion of Pade approximants all we need is a single LU factorization, that is subsequently applied n times. Since an
application of an LU factorization ('backsolving') is an 0( d2 ) process, this procedure is
inherently cheaper than Pade approximation. Moreover, of course I - o:M retains the
same sparsity pattern as M.
Pade approximants and their restricted brethren provide two distinct options in approximating exp M. However, producing an approximant is only part of the story and
attention must be paid to estimate the error that has been incurred in this procedure.
The most obvious technique is to estimate ( R( M) - exp M)v with ( R( Af) - R* ( M) )v,
where
R(z) = ez + czP+l + O(lzlP+ 2 ), R*(z) = ez + O(lzlP+ 2 ).
For example, if R = Rm;n, we might choose R* = R(m+l)/n or R* = Rm/(n+l)· This,
unfortunately, might be expensive, doubling - and more - the cost.
An efficient means of constructing R*, without unduly increasing the cost of computation, has been presented in (10]. Let R = P/Q, Q(O) = l. The idea is to use

zP+l
R*(z) := R(z) - c Q 2(z).
Note that

zP+l
R(z) - c Q 2(z) - ez
czP+l

1-) + O(lzlP+l) = O(lzlP+
(1- -Q2(z)

1

)

'

since Q(O) = 1. Moreover, given that we have already computed R(M)v by using LU
factorization, the calculation of R*(M)v (or of (R(M)- R*(M))v) adds only marginally
to the cost. The reason is that the LU-factorized form of Q(M) can be reused in the second
computation. For example, if Mis dense then LU factorization 'costs' 0( d3 ) floating point
operations in serial computer architecture, while each solution of a linear system with the
matrix Q ( M) adds just 0( d2 ) operations.
Significant savings occur also in presence of sparsity, whether by using a sparse LU
factorization or all I LU (incomplete LU) factorization, followed by few correction steps
with, for example, conjugate gradients.
The local error c of the (m/n] Pade approximant is

''

(-lr-l (m + n)!7~n~ n

+ 1)!

(11] and R~/n can be easily constructed. It has been proved in (10] that

R* (z)
m/n

= ez + (-1r

(n

m!n!(n - m)

+ m)(n + m)!(n + m + 2)!

zm+n+2

+ O(lzlm+n+3).
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Thus, unless m = n, the order of R":n;n is m + n + 1, whereas the order of R:;n is further
enhanced by one unit.
An important concept in the analysis of rational approximants to the exponential
is A-acceptability [3). We say that R is A-acceptable if IR(z)I < 1 for all z E C,
Re z < 0. Thus, an A-acceptable R inherits the stable behaviour of the exponential itself.
The characterization of A-acceptable Pade approximants has been a longstanding open
problem, that has been finally resolved by Wanner, Hairer and N0rsett [27), who have
used order stars to prove that Rm/n is A-acceptable if and only if m ~ n :S m + 2.
Since R* is used in this paper solely for error control, its A-acceptability - or otherwise - is of marginal importance. Nonetheless, its analysis is not entirely without merit.
For example, it is possible to envisage an algorithm that uses a succesion of estimates,
R, R*, R**, .. . , say, in a manner similar to Richardson's extrapolation. It has been proved
in [10) that both Rm/n and R":n;n are A-acceptable if and only if n = m + 1, m ~ 0.
How good is the error estimate using R*? Clearly, it is 'good' near the origin. However,
it turns out that much information is sometimes available along the negative half-axis. Let
us suppose that for some x E 'R

(20)
Then it is easy to verify that

(21)
and the error estimate becomes an error bound. It has been proved in [10) that for every
m, n ~ 0 there exists Wm/n ~ 0 such that (20) - and hence (21) - is obeyed for all
x E (-oo, wm;n]- Moreover, wn/n = 0, whereas computational evidence suggests strongly
that limn-+oo W(n-1)/n = -2.
If available, the bound (21) is quite useful. For example, if M is a symmetric, negativedefinite matrix ( as is frequently the case when parabolic partial differential equations are
semi-discretized by central finite differences or Galer kin methods) then it follows from the
preceding paragraph that

Similar analysis - both with respect to A-acceptability and to error bounds - can
be extended to restricted Pade approximants. It has been proved in [27) that the only
instances of A-acceptable restricted Pade occur when n E {1, 2, 3, 5}. This limited choice
is ample enough for most applications, an alternative being the use of n ~ 6 with more
modest stability features.
It has been verified in [10) that all the A-acceptable choices of Sn lead to A-acceptable
approximants S~.
1
The error bound (21) is true for Sn( ·,a), where L~ )(a- 1 ) = 0, and all x ~ 0, if and
only if a ~ ( n + 2)- 1 [10).
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